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Versatility of a New Thermoplastic Material for Use in
Prosthodontics: A Potential Material for a Promising Future
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A b s t r ac t
Prosthodontics more than any other dental specialty has shown the capability of evolution in response to changing needs and will probably
continue to change. Emerging concepts, materials, and technologies impact the education, research, and practice of prosthodontics. One such
evolution is the introduction of a thermoplastic impression material used in the fabrication of CAD–CAM dentures. Unless we are abreast of
recent trends and developments taking place in various fields appropriate to the specialty, one will get isolated from the scientific arena with
the risk of losing the perspective. So, the aim of this short communication is to give a glimpse of the new impression material, its uses, and
scope of research.
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A constant quest for the search of new materials and its knowledge
and practice in the field of prosthodontics has played a vital role in
enhancing the quality of replacements in terms of its performance.
The evolution of impression materials over the period of time has
aimed to improve in terms of detail reproduction, tear strength,
dimensional accuracy, comfort to the patient, easy manipulation,
and compressive resistance. Many impression materials in the past
have been modified to perform as an interocclusal record or a bite
registration material.1,2
In the past decade, a new thermoplastic impression material
has evolved for its exclusive use in the fabrication of CAD–CAM
dentures [BD Impress®]. In complete dentures, traditionally primary
and secondary impressions are made for accuracy and detail
reproduction. The Baltic system of CAD–CAM dentures uses BD
Impress as a single-stage impression material along with other
denture procedures like jaw relation, doting on the advantageous
properties of the material. 3,4 In the instruction manual of this
material, its use has been advised for border molding and for
making interocclusal records.5
BD Impress® is a thermoplastic resin, which is described as a
translucent material that can be manipulated by softening in a water
bath or by direct flame. It is dispensed in the form of white hard resin
balls of 3 to 4 mm diameter. It was also claimed by the manufacturer
that the material can be molded to a stick form using a water bath
and used for border molding. It is odorless and can be reused for
the same patient multiple times without change in property. It is
claimed to be precise and dimensionally stable producing good
surface quality, superior strength, and compression resistance.
Ease and quickness in manipulation have made this material very
user-friendly.5
The applications of this material, as a border molding material
and an interocclusal record material, have been tested at the
institute for its accuracy and compressive resistance. It was found to
be extremely superior in terms of detail reproduction, dimensional
accuracy [reproducible up to 25 microns], and compression
resistance (Figs 1 and 2). The initial experience with the clinicians in
handling the material was also found to be better than conventional
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Fig. 1: (A and B) Border molding carried out with the traditional
method using greenstick. (C and D) Border molding carried out with
thermoplastic impression material (BD Impress)
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Fig. 2: A study has been conducted in the institute for evaluating the compressive resistance, detailed reproduction, and dimensional accuracy
of three different interocclusal record materials. With BD Impress® superior in terms of detail reproduction, dimensional accuracy [reproducible
up to 25 microns], and compression resistance. (A) BD Impress®, (B) Ivoclar Virtual CAD-Bite, (C) DMG Luxabite

materials like greenstick or putty elastomers in border molding.
The patient-perceived comfort was also found to be better when
compared with other materials during manipulation of tissues in
the border-molding procedure.
It is henceforth appealed to the scientific fraternity to explore
the possibilities for the use of this material in prosthodontics. More
research is also encouraged to prove the validity of this material in
its clinical usage.
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